erated by these transformations.
The other notion leads to the subgroup B of Aut(F) consisting of the "bounded length" automorphisms of F. We prove that the class of "bounded 3-length" automorphisms B and the class of "elementary simultaneous" Nielsen transformations generate the same subgroup of
Aut(F).
We show that for the class T of automorphisms of "2 occurring generators", the groups generated by T O B and the "elementary simultaneous" Nielsen transformations are identical. These results lead to the conjecture that B is generated by the "elementary simultaneous Nielsen transformations".
A study is also made of the subgroup S of the "triangular automorphisms"
of F , the free group on a countably infinite set of free generators. It is found that a "triangular automorphism" may be factored into "splitting automorphisms"
of F which may be viewed as the "elementary" automorphisms of S.
1. Introduction. The automorphism group, Aut(F), of a free group F of finite rank has been studied by Jacob Nielsen in his fundamental papers [4] Although it is false that Aut(F) is generated by the elementary simultaneous
Nielsen automorphisms as defined in v4 when F is a free group of infinite rank, it has been conjectured (Donald Solitar) that these elementary automorphisms generate the subgroup B of the bounded automorphisms of F (see §4). The conjecture still stands, but it is proved that the class of "bounded 3" automorphisms is contained in the group generated by these automorphisms. A reduction process, independent of the rank of F, is applied to a system of free generators of the required type in order to produce this result.
In §2, we produce Theorem 2.2 which becomes a useful tool in the study of the 
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onto, while (f>: H -C * D -> C is also onto. Thus C = range <f> = C .
2.2. Theorem. Let F be the free group freely generated by the set X and let F -A * B be a free factorization such that X C A US.
Suppose ae Aut(F) is such that a\. is an endomorphism of A. Then a\. e Aut(A) if either rank A or rank B is finite.
Proof. If rank B is finite, we let A C X O A be the finite set of generators in X n A which occur in the freely reduced elements in the set a(X n B). Using elementary inclusion arguments we can show (i) F is generated by the set (X D A) U a(X O B),
(iii) the set A U a(X H B) freely generates the subgroup G, (iv) F is freely generated by (X n A) U a(X Pi B),
We show that (v) follows from (iv). By (iv) we have F = A*B = A* a(B) = a(A) * a(B), and using Lemma 2.1 it follows that A = a(A). Thus a\A e Aut(A) if rank B is finite. 
• ' ' , x S is Nielsen reduced, so that x is a product of these elements.
(Clearly, W must occur in the product.) By the property of a Nielsen reduced system, we have 1 = L (x ) > L (W')so that W' = x " with e = ±1. It follows that a(x ) = ç x n' -xK n n n n fi A x "B where A , B e (x ., x ,,.,,) = G ,.
n n n n' n x n+1' rc+2' ' n+1
3. Triangular and splitting automorphisms. We now confine our attention to the automorphisms of F^ which were described in Theorem 2.4, where F'x is freely generated by {fl | n € Z+|.
3.1. Definition. Let S = ja e AutCF^)! a(fln) e («n, «n+1, •<•/" for n e Z+|.
The collection S will be called the group of triangular automorphisms.
[S is indeed a group under composition; that a e S implies a-€ S follows by Theorem
2.2.]
We shall characterize the elements of S in terms of more "elementary" types of triangular automorphisms, the "splitting automorphisms". If we write F^ = II. z (A.) (free product) and define the automorphisms y.
such that y. = y\ , . , on (A .) while y. is defined as the identity on (A, ) where I ¿ /, then we may express y as a product y = n°°_ , y -, where there is no ambiguity in this representation, since all but a finite number of these automorphisms y-act like the identity when applied to a particular freely reduced word in FM.
We now show the connection between the triangular automorphisms and the splitting automorphisms of F .
Theorem.
The group S of triangular automorphisms of F is generated by the splitting automorphisms of F . In particular, there exist two splitting automorphisms y , y such that a = y • y where a e S.
Proof. Let a e S be a triangular automorphism.
We shall write a(a.) = W(a.)
which is the freely reduced form of (X(a.); notice that the earliest occurring "a"
generator in W(a.) is indeed a. (earliest in the sense of the ordering a. < «2 <
• • O; this follows from Theorem 2.4.
We now proceed in constructing the desired splitting automorphisms..
Step I. Consider the mapping a . -► W(a.) for 1 < j' < n where n is arbitrary Extend the map to a. -► Wla.), 1 < 7' < w, 1. Permute the W words and take inverses of some of them, i.e., let 77 be a permutation of the indexing set K and let T : (b -> F be such that t AW v) = W^-where e"-±lf u e Jl. 2. Let r2: ffi -F be a function from ¡2 to F, & = \W e ffl| tAW) = W\ and T2(U) = UílVíl or V±1U±1 where V 6 £ for U € ffi -C. Those words in £ which occur in tAU) for some (i eL-C will be denoted by £ '; they are the "active" elements of r . We now proceed to alter the sets F., ; = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, in such a manner that after transformation, the set F will be converted ro a set of W symbols of x length 3.
Step I. Apply elements from £ so as to convert £ to E, consisting of the major initial segments of the words in £,. Similarly convert £ . to £ , consisting of the initial elements (which are W symbols) of the words in £. by using elements from £, ,; convert E to £,, consisting of the central elements (which are W symbols) of the words in £,.
Step II. Step III. In £2, collect into disjoint subsets those words in £2 whose terminal elements are the same W symbol (or its inverse) which belongs to £4. Reduce these words by the proper application of elements in £4 U £[4 to convert these subsets to W symbols of x length 3. (There may well be elements in £2 which have been unaffected by these transformations.)
Let £2 be those words in £, unaffected in this step. Thus £2 is converted to E? U £2 where E2 is the transformed subset of £2-
Step IV. Collect those words in £, whose right halves are W symbols in £ U £~ ; collect them into classes and reduce them by proper application of W symbols in E so as to produce a collection of W symbols; call it £j. The remaining unaffected words in £, will be called £,.
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Step V. We will now convert E* into a collection of W symbols of x length 3.
For this purpose we require the following:
4.9. Lemma. Let £ = ABa e E be such that AB £ E* where A, B, a e jWjU jW-1!. 77>ew B±l eSj U F2 U Ë^UË^ U F9 U Ë 12-The verification is similar to the previous combinatorial lemmas and is omitted. We return now to the set E and convert it to a set of W symbols of x length 3 by using a finite succession of elementary simultaneous Nielsen transformations.
We collect into distinct classes those words in E. which share the same major terminal segments. without the use of W., contradicting the minimality of r. Therefore, if / < r, we may find a W symbol, say W. ,, which also contains x. ,.
We have shown that we may produce the sequence Wjfxj, x2), W2(x2, x3), -, 5.7. Lemma. Let F be the free group on the free generators \xv\ v € Jl\. Let a: x -• W be an automorphism in class T such that for some integer N, L (câ(xv)) < N, for e = ± 1 and all v £ K. Then there is a free product decomposition of F = n. X ., t being some ordinal, and there exists a permutation u of the set \xv\ such that (a n(X .)) = (X .). There is an integer N such that the auto- 
